
IN BRIEF: Employees who distribute inappropriate materials 
via email put an organization into a position of legal liability.  
Built on our patent pending OCULAR™ technology, EyeMail is 
the only email solution with the power to analyze alternate 
data types (.gif, .jpg, etc) and the ONLY email solution capable 
of REAL-TIME classification.

EyeMail combines the flexibility of user-based activity 
management with a simple SMTP server-based solution. 
Because EyeMail analyzes email content as it passes through,�
it invisibly deploys into your existing email infrastructure.  
Employing the best available solution proves due diligence�
on behalf of your organization.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Uses OCULAR™ Technology
Using real-time computer vision techniques to analyze image content, EyeMail�
is the most sophisticated email content management solution available today.

Black list or white list attachments
You decide what type of attachments are necessary for day to day operations �
and therefore which attachments pass through the email system.  Blacklist 
attachments that are problematic, or whitelist (only allow these types through) 
approved data formats.  You can even allow reported receipt overrides to ensure 
the right data always gets through, even if it is in the wrong format.

Reduces SMTP network congestion
EyeMail eliminates unwanted attachments and keeps email focused on core 
business activities.  This reduces bandwidth requirements and saves you money.

Detect and Eliminate Pornographic Images
Using our patent pending real-time computer vision techniques, EyeMail can 
analyze image and movie attachments to determine whether or not they contain 
pornographic content and prevent such material from circulating around the office.

Prevent the Loss of Proprietary Information
Prevent the leakage of proprietary information by limiting outgoing textual content.  
As an additional layer of protection, EyeMail can perform a steganographic scram-
bling of image content to further ensure trade secrets stay secret.  Steganography 
is the secret embedding of information into images.  EyeMail is the ONLY solution 
capable of protecting your organization against steganographic leakage of 
information. 

Remove Inappropriate Textual Content
Manage incoming and outgoing textual email content.  By allowing you to define 
inappropriate textual content, EyeMail ensures that the values of your organization 
are maintained.  

eyemail

Minimum System Requirements
Windows NT/2000, Linux, or Solaris
128 MB RAM
Intel/Sparc or compatible processor at �
300 MHz or greater
10 MB of hard disk space for the program 
500MB-2GB for the scratch area

Supporting Features

·	 Handles all major image data types·	 Prevent virus infection by removing 	
	 executable attachments·	 Reduce legal liabilities·	 Attach corporate disclaimers and 	
	 footers to all email·	 Override capabilities to fetch 	 	
	 misclassified images or stripped
	 attachments�

·	 Artificial Intelligence

images, everything
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